WEIGH-ALERT is an economical, reliable, waterproof Overload Warning system that fits to any make or model forklift. Designed to ensure warehouse loading safety and provide audio and visual warning of a forklift overload situations. Designed to withstand abusive applications, it provides highly accurate, reliable performance.

The WEIGH-ALERT comes equipped with an easy-to-read LCD screen and functions with only three buttons – making it extremely simple to operate. It does not require time consuming periodic recalibration or servicing, and installation is quick and easy.

Please note THIS IS NOT A WEIGHING SYSTEM.

Features

- Waterproof, easy-to-read display
- Designed for heavy industrial use
- Includes external audible alarm to sound when the programmed weight limit is exceeded
- Optional overload flashing alarm is available
- Quick and easy installation
- Only three buttons - easy to use
- Stores the number of time the system has been overloaded for Supervisor review.

Problems Solved

Forklift Overload protection

Increased Safety

Increased efficiency
Voltage 12—24VDC (voltage converter required for 36 + 48VDC)
Sensor Range 0—250bar
Temp Range -4 to 104°F (-20 to 40°C)
Size 3.5” X 3” X .75”
(89 X 75 X 20mm)
Weighing Accuracy +/- 2% of forklift lift capacity
Warranty 1 year
Enclosure IP67 + full RFI/EMI protection
Endurance tested for High and low temp shock
Overvoltage reliability
High shock reliability
Vibration reliability
Condensation, salt spray reliability